THE MAGIC IS BACK ON SUNDAYS
THE WHOLE TOWN IS BROUGHT TOGETHER FOR THE MIDDLETON EXCHANGE IN
‘GOOD WITCH’
PREMIERING JUNE 5, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL
STUDIO CITY, CA – May 31, 2021 – Middleton comes together on “Good Witch” to share
unwanted items with each other in “The Exchange,” premiering Sunday, June 6 (9 p.m.
ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel. Catherine Bell (“Army Wives,” “JAG”), James Denton (“Desperate
Housewives,” “Devious Maids”), Sarah Power (“Killjoys”), Catherine Disher (“Abby Hatcher”),
Kylee Evans (“The Strain”), Katherine Barrell (“Wynonna Earp”), Marc Bendavid (“Murdoch
Mysteries”) and Scott Cavalheiro (“Carter”) star.
After years of being dormant, the tradition of the Middleton Exchange is revived, with
everyone contributing a personal item that has served its purpose and receiving something in
exchange that is somehow just what they need. Sam’s (Denton) scheduled to perform surgery
on a superstar basketball player but is sidelined by his own on-court injury, until a talk with Cassie
(Bell) leads him to an epiphany him that sheds light on his patient’s condition. Meanwhile, Abigail
(Power) and Donovan (Bendavid) realize they may have different ideas about marriage and seek
out counseling from Adam (Cavalheiro). Stephanie (Evans) hosts a speed-dating night at The
Bistro but Joy (Barrell) encourages her to fill the empty slot, resulting in a surprising outcome.
Middleton sees double when Martha’s (Disher) lookalike cousin Maxine (Disher), with whom she
hasn’t spoken in years, pays a visit and an old family dispute gets put to rest in an unexpected
way. As Joy and Zoey (Kyana Teresa, “Rising Suns”) get to know each other, they begin to open
up about past losses that help bring them closer together.
“Good Witch,” is a Whizbang Films Production in association with ITV Studios America.
Darin Goldberg, Orly Adelson, Jonathan Eskenas, Craig Pryce and Frank Siracusa executive
producers. Catherine Bell is co-executive producer. Janina Barrett serves as supervising
producer. Colin Brunton is producer. Julie Lawrence and Angie Cassiram are associate producers.
Stefan Scaini directed from a script by Vincent Pagano. “Good Witch” is distributed internationally
by ITV Studios.
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